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INTRODUCTION

Cruises are growing in popularity, particularly – but 
by no means exclusively – among the over-50s. They 
combine luxurious accommodation, educational and 
entertainment opportunities, a social scene, fantastic 
dining, and smooth travel between several fascinating 
destinations. 

Yet cruises present special challenges to insurers, 
including an increased likelihood of cancellations, the 
need to cover more destinations, and potentially higher 
medical costs if airlifting is required.

This guide explains why travellers need dedicated cover 
for cruises, what the characteristics of cruise cover are, 
and how brokers can ensure their clients get the right 
insurance to keep them covered for their ocean-faring 
adventures. 

More and more people today are making the most of their leisure 
time and discovering the world by sea.

“Ocean travellers need 
dedicated cover”
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According to Cruise Lines International Association 
(CLIA), UK and Irish passengers took more than 2 million 
cruises in 2018 – a rise of 2% on the previous year. 

The most popular destinations are the Mediterranean, 
Scandinavia, the Caribbean and the Canary Islands. 
However, visits to “exploration destinations” such as 
the polar regions and the Galapagos islands rose by 
44% from 2017 to 2018. 

Passengers are predominantly older, with CLIA figures 
showing the average age is 57. A survey by Silver 
Traveller found that one-third of the 55+ age group had 

A GROWING MARKET

44%

taken a cruise in the last 10 years, while a further survey 
found that 22% planned to make their next holiday 
a cruise. However, an ABTA survey in 2018 found that 
younger people are also attracted to the idea, with 
53% of 18-24-year-olds and 45% of 25-34-year-olds 
expressing an interest.

Across all age groups, one in 12 people had taken a 
cruise in the previous year, with one in eight people 
planning to do so in the next year. As cruise holidays 
represent a significant expense, this is a receptive 
market for insurance brokers.

Exploration 
Destinations 
increased by
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One common concern among insurance providers is that cruise passengers may not disclose the nature of their 
holiday when they book travel insurance. However, this can leave them under-insured. 

Cruise insurance is typically somewhat more expensive for good reason: there is an increased risk of high pay-outs.

A Defaqto survey in 2017 found that only 35% of single trip policies and 40% of annual policies cover cruise holidays 
as standard.  

Alpha offers a range of travel insurance products designed to cover cruise holiday related eventualities.

COVERING YOUR CLIENTS

Within these three products, there are several cover levels such as Silver Cruise, Gold Cruise and Platinum Cruise. 
There are also several possible add-ons, such as excess waiver, already abroad, and gadget cover. Insurance is 
available for passengers up to the age of 95 on single trip policies, depending on factors including the duration of 
the journey.

GetSet2Go Cruise for the 
budget-conscious traveller

Mid-range  
TurtleTravel Cruise

Top-of-the-range 
Ultimate Cruise

Introducing Alpha’s Cruise Insurance Heroes:
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A cruise holiday is unlike any other trip. Therefore, there are unique considerations when it comes to insurance. 

Up to £15,000
cancellation cover

WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT CRUISE COVER?

Cancellations 
Alpha’s policies cover costs of up to £15,000 if a 
customer has to cancel a cruise holiday, depending on 
the package chosen. This is far higher than the usual £3-
5,000 offered by aggregator sites because cruises tend 
to be more expensive than regular holidays.

Cruises are also more likely to be cancelled. They are 
often booked well in advance – more than a year is not 
unusual. In between booking and travelling, clients can 
experience issues that mean they have to cancel, such 
as poor health, bereavement or redundancy.

Medical Evacuations 
Cruise ships tend to be well-prepared for medical 
issues, with trained medics and good medical 
equipment and supplies on board. However, passengers 
who require medical attention might well incur higher 
costs than those on dry land.

While all travel insurance policies cover airlifting to 
hospital as standard, this is more likely to be necessary 
on a cruise ship. All but the most budget of Alpha’s cruise 
insurance products provide cover of up to £10 million.
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Changes In Itinerary
For many passengers, their cruise is the trip of a 
lifetime. They choose the itinerary with care, picking 
destinations that they have always longed to visit.

However, sometimes captains need to make changes, 
perhaps due to storm forecasts or timetable 
restrictions. Cruise firms require passengers to sign 
contracts to accept these risks, and will not offer 
compensation if they occur. 

Insurance compensates passengers for this 
disappointment, up to a certain amount.

Missed Departures
If your client’s ship departs from a foreign port, 
unforeseen and unavoidable airline delays or other 
transport issues could lead to your client missing the 
sailing. Additional travel and accommodation will be 
covered by cruise insurance, up to a specified amount.
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Cabin Confinement
On a cruise ship, illnesses can spread fast among 
passengers and crew, potentially forcing a detour or 
even the curtailment of the entire trip. 

The captain can order sick passengers to stay in their 
cabins until they have recovered or until arrival at the 
next port, from where the patient may be taken to 
hospital or repatriated.

Cruise cover provides compensation for each 24-
hour period of cabin confinement, in addition to any 
emergency medical procedures.

Pre-Booked Excursion 
Cancellation
Many travellers book extra excursions on dry land to 
complement their sea voyages. If they are unable to join 
due to illness or cabin confinement, they are entitled to 
compensation from their insurance provider. 

Cruise Interruption Cover
Sometimes, passengers may require hospital treatment. 
They have to stay in hospital in port while their ship 
sails on without them. 

Cruise interruption cover pays for expenses incurred to 
rejoin the cruise. 

Family Cover
Grandchildren can travel with their grandparents under 
family cover.

Cruise cover provides 
compensation for each 24-hour 
period of cabin confinement.
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PRE-EXISTING MEDICAL CONDITIONS

UK

Europe
This may also include the Canary Islands, Mediterranean 
islands and countries bordering the Mediterranean, but not 
Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey.

Australia and New Zealand

Worldwide excluding the USA, the Caribbean 
and Canada

Worldwide including USA, the Caribbean  
and Canada
Passengers must check their brochure and itinerary 
document to ensure that all destinations are covered, 
even if the ship is due to spend just a few hours there. 
If passengers fall sick before that destination, they may 
require medical treatment upon arrival.  
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Given the relatively high average age of cruise passengers, pre-existing medical conditions are common. 

Alpha offers cover for a wide range of pre-existing medical conditions up to a high medical screening score. It operates 
the same health screening process regardless of whether clients are buying cruise cover or regular travel cover. 

DESTINATIONS
Cruises offer a great way to visit several destinations in one voyage. Policies are available for:
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OTHER BENEFITS

WHEN SHOULD PASSENGERS 
BUY CRUISE INSURANCE? 
Passengers often book cruises well in advance – even more than a year 
before their scheduled departure date. Usually, they will initially pay 
only a small deposit.

It is important to get insurance in place before paying out any 
significant sum of money.

Cover for personal property operates in the same way as for regular travel 
policies. Limits range from £1,000-£3,000 depending on the package chosen, 
with add-ons such as gadget cover also available. 

Scheduled airline failure and personal liability cover are included as 
standard, as on all Alpha travel insurance policies. 

Over 350 sports and activities are covered, with add-ons available.
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Single trip policies cover just the one journey in the 
specified area. Although the date of travel is specified, 
cancellation cover starts from the moment the policy is 
purchased, making it a good option if booking well in 
advance. 

The maximum duration of a trip is 365 days, though this 
may vary for age and destination. The maximum age is 
95 at the start of the policy.

ANNUAL AND SINGLE TRIP POLICIES

Alpha offers both Annual and Single Trip cruise policies. Single Trip policies can be 
purchased up to a year in advance.

Annual policies cover multiple trips in a specified area 
for one year from the policy start date. If passengers 
have to cancel their trip before this date, they will not 
be covered. 

Each trip will be limited to a 31, 45 or 62 days, depending 
on the client’s age and destinations, but travellers can 
take as many trips in one year as they choose. The 
maximum age is 84 at the start of the policy.
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POSITIONING TRAVEL INSURANCE TO YOUR CLIENTS  

Personal service:
Cruise passengers may have more queries about their 
insurance product than regular travellers, wanting 
to understand what is and isn’t covered and seeking 
reassurance on certain points. Brokers who can answer 
questions honestly and explain certain conditions clearly 
will add value above that offered by aggregator sites.

The right cover:
Cruise cover is not as well understood as regular travel 
insurance. Brokers can highlight and explain the key 
differences, tailoring their message to each client’s needs.

Trustworthiness:
There is some public scepticism about what is and isn’t 
included in insurance. Clients may have heard of friends 
or neighbours who lost money on a cruise or other type 
of holiday. Those who have already bought one type of 
insurance from a broker will be more inclined to place 
their trust in that service again.

While brokers can struggle to compete with the large aggregator sites on price, 
there are several ways they can add value for their clients. 
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Target your existing customer base. 
By cross-selling, you make it easy for customers to buy their 
cruise travel insurance at the same time as their motor, house 
or life insurance. 

Flyers and newsletters. 
Mention cruise insurance in your newsletter, and send out 
flyers with renewal offers.

Website and social media marketing. 
Optimise your website for search engines with keywords like 
‘over-50s’ and ‘cruises’. Make sure your social media adverts 
are targeted for your local area and the right age group.

METHODS

Team up with local travel agents. 
Many people book their dream holidays through agents 
rather than websites, particularly among older age groups. 
ABTA says that 45% of over-65s book their holidays abroad 
with a travel company or agent. 

Choose the right time of year. 

Cruises take place all year round, but people are more 
likely to pick warmer destinations in the winter and 
leave their Scandinavian travels to the summer. 
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Q. Why might cruise insurance be more 
expensive?
A. Cruises are expensive, so clients need to be covered for 
higher cancellation limits. Medical costs can be high if a 
passenger needs airlifting to hospital. Cruises visit several 
destinations, passengers need cover for each area.

Q. My customers are going on a day-trip by 
boat during their holiday abroad. Do they need 
cruise insurance?
A. No. A cruise holiday is one where customers spend nights 
on board ship. Most other types of boat trip will be covered 
as standard under regular Alpha travel insurance. For riskier 
activities such as powerboating, customers can buy an add-
on to their standard travel insurance. 

Q. How does my customer get emergency 
medical health assistance while abroad?
A. There is a 24-hour assistance service for clients to call for 
medical emergencies. 

Q. How does a customer make a claim when 
they return home? 
A. You can contact the claims department. Contact details can 
be found in the policy wording and on Alpha’s website.

FAQS
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